Protect and secure container shipments of your dry or
refrigerated cargo—even the most fragile of items.

Choose the container grade that
best fits your cargo specificities.

Annihilate insects, larvae, and eggs
from your produce, while being carried
to its destination.

Transport your sensitive garments
in special containers equipped with
hangers. This service is the perfect
choice for retail customers.

Preserve the quality of your
humidity-sensitive cargo from
origin to destination with our range
of dehumidification services.

Preserve the integrity of pharma
products during shipping thanks
to a GDP1 solution.

Ship lobsters and other seafood in ideal
conditions so you can guarantee first-day
quality even after a long shipping period.

Maintain an optimum atmosphere in
your container with our latest
technology.

Choose the most efficient and costeffective solution for transportation of
liquids in 20' and 40' reefer containers.

Protect your valuable products
against theft during transportation
with an extra layer of security.

Limit or avoid the financial implications of damage to
your cargo or container.

Receive a full compensation within 30
days regardless of what happened or
who is liable.2
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Limit or avoid unforeseen expenses
when accidental damages happen
by choosing our Standard or
Premium offers.2

Get compensated for your cargo
insurance deductible when your goods
are damaged.2

Terms & conditions

Good Distribution Practice: quality standard recommended by the European Commission, ensuring that the quality and
integrity of pharmaceutical products are maintained throughout shipping.
2
Product conditions apply.
1

Enjoy priority status for the
equipment release and space on
board. No roll, no worry.

Benefit from space and equipment
guarantee, priority discharge and be
fast tracked for accelerated pick up at
the marine terminal.

Get priority space at origin and
quick discharge at destination
ensuring on inland carrier.

Enjoy end-to-end visibility and enhanced
management of your dry cargo thanks to
this solution powered by Traxens.

Enjoy end-to-end visibility and enhanced
management of your reefer cargo thanks
to this solution powered by Emerson.

Plan ahead to expand your conditions at
destination and mitigate the risk of
additional costs.

Store your container outside of the
terminal and potentially reduce your
financial exposure.

Pick up your container at our off dock
container yard in record time.

Take control of the carbon footprint of your shipments!
LNG

BIOFUEL

Cut your well-to-wake CO2 emissions
by 25% per container (WTW) and
reduce air pollutant emissions.

Reduce by minimum 84% the carbon
emissions generated by your
shipments thanks to our
second generation biofuel.

Act upon your remaining carbon
emissions through socioenvironmental projects all
around the world.

Increase your efficiency and expand your growth horizons.

Access now to the first marketplace of
the industry that connects you with the
buyer or seller that perfectly
matches your needs.
*Only available at containerships.
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Terms & conditions

Convert your exports or imports into
cash with our trade finance solution and
increase your working capital.

Transfer your bill of lading online to
the next party in just one click and
speed up your shipping process!

